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We show that in presence of a cosmological constant or, more generally, of a scalar potential, there
can exist actually more possibilities for the horizon geometry of a four-dimensional black hole than
the hitherto known spherical, hyperbolic or flat cases. In particular, there are black holes whose
event horizons are noncompact manifolds with finite volume, which are topologically spheres with
two punctures. We give concrete examples of such black holes in Einstein-Maxwell-AdS gravity and
discuss their thermodynamics. These exotic solutions, that seem to have been overlooked in the
existing literature, may provide interesting testgrounds to address questions related to black hole
physics or holography.
PACS numbers: 04.70.-s, 04.70.Bw, 04.65.+e, 11.25.Tq
INTRODUCTION
More than forty years ago Hawking proved his famous
theorem [1, 2] on the topology of black holes, which as-
serts that event horizon cross sections of 4-dimensional
asymptotically flat stationary black holes obeying the
dominant energy condition are topologically S2. This
result extends to outer apparent horizons in black hole
spacetimes that are not necessarily stationary [3]. Such
restrictive uniqueness theorems do not hold in higher
dimensions, the most famous counterexample being the
black ring of Emparan and Reall [4], with horizon topol-
ogy S2×S1. Nevertheless, Galloway and Schoen [5] were
able to show that, in arbitrary dimension, cross sections
of the event horizon (in the stationary case) and outer
apparent horizons (in the general case) are of positive
Yamabe type, i.e., admit metrics of positive scalar cur-
vature.
In four dimensions, one can have black holes with non-
spherical horizons by relaxing some of the assumptions
that go into Hawking’s theorem. For instance, in asymp-
totically anti-de Sitter (AdS) space, the horizon of a black
hole can be a compact Riemann surface Σg of any genus
g [6]. In this case, both the asymptotically flat and dom-
inant energy conditions are violated. It should be noted
that, unless g = 0, these spacetimes are asymptotically
only locally AdS; their global structure is different. This
is in contrast to the black rings in five dimensions, which
are asymptotically Minkowski, in spite of their nontrivial
horizon topology. It is also possible to add rotation to
these black hole solutions in AdS4 [7], but in this case
the horizon cannot be compactified anymore, and the re-
sulting spacetimes describe rotating black branes1.
1 Among the solutions found in [7] there is a rotating cylindrical
black hole. A spinning toroidal solution should in principle exist,
but has not yet been constructed.
The aim of this letter is to show that these possibil-
ities do not exhaust the spectrum of potential horizon
geometries of asymptotically AdS4 black holes. In par-
ticular, we will see that there exist black holes whose
event horizons are noncompact manifolds with yet finite
volume (and thus finite entropy), which are topologically
spheres with two punctures. Solutions of this type were
presented for the first time (and briefly discussed) in [8] in
the context of N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to vec-
tor multiplets. Here we will give a more detailed descrip-
tion of their counterparts in Einstein-Maxwell-Λ gravity,
with emphasis on their thermodynamics and global struc-
ture. These black holes represent in some sense (that will
be explained below) the ultraspinning limit of the Kerr-
Newman-AdS solution, when the rotation parameter j
approaches the AdS curvature radius l. This limit can-
not be taken directly in the KNAdS metric, since this
becomes singular for j → l. However, the authors of
[9, 10] showed that one can take a finite limit by zooming
into the pole, and we will prove here that this limit co-
incides precisely with our solution close to the punctures
of the sphere. It turns out that, in terms of the mass
M and angular momentum J , the ultraspinning prop-
erty translates into the chirality condition M = −J/l2.
This means that these exotic black holes are described by
chiral excitations of a three-dimensional conformal field
theory.
As we said, we study here in detail only the Einstein-
Maxwell-Λ case. A more extensive discussion of the cor-
responding solutions in N = 2 matter-coupled gauged su-
pergravity constructed in [8] will be presented elsewhere.
NONCOMPACT HORIZONS WITH FINITE
VOLUME
Let us start with the Carter-Pleban´ski solution [11, 12]
of Einstein-Maxwell-Lambda theory, whose metric and
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2U(1) field strength are respectively given by
ds2 = − Q(q)
p2 + q2
(dτ − p2dσ)2 + p
2 + q2
Q(q)
dq2
+
p2 + q2
P (p)
dp2 +
P (p)
p2 + q2
(dτ + q2dσ)2 , (1)
F =
Q(p2 − q2) + 2Ppq
(p2 + q2)2
dq ∧ (dτ − p2dσ)
+
P(p2 − q2)− 2Qpq
(p2 + q2)2
dp ∧ (dτ + q2dσ) , (2)
where the quartic structure functions read
P (p) = α− P2 + 2np− εp2 + (−Λ/3)p4 ,
Q(q) = α+ Q2 − 2mq + εq2 + (−Λ/3)q4 . (3)
Here, Q, P and n denote the electric, magnetic and NUT-
charge respectively, m is the mass parameter, while α
and ε are additional non-dynamical constants. In what
follows, we shall consider only the case of a negative cos-
mological constant, Λ = −3/l2.
Global structure and horizons
Depending on the number of real roots of the poly-
nomial P (p), the following scenarios are possible [8]: If
there are four distinct roots pa < pb < pc < pd, and we
consider the region pb ≤ p ≤ pc (where P ≥ 0), we get
black holes with spherical horizon topology. Restricting
instead to the other regions where P is positive, namely
p ≥ pd or p ≤ pa, leads to the rotating hyperbolic black
holes first discovered in [7]. If P has no real roots, one
obtains rotating generalizations of the AdS black brane
[7]. An interesting situation occurs if two or more roots
coincide. Let us consider this case for vanishing NUT
charge, n = 0. Then P has two double roots at p = ±pa,
where p2a = εl
2/2, if the parameters are constrained by
l2ε2 = 4(α− P2) . (4)
By using the scaling symmetry
p→ λp , q → λq , τ → τ/λ , σ → σ/λ3 ,
α→ λ4α , P→ λ2P , Q→ λ2Q ,
m→ λ3m, n→ λ3n , ε→ λ2ε , (5)
that leaves the solution (1), (2) invariant, we can set
ε = 2 and thus pa = l without loss of generality. One has
then
Q(q) =
(
l +
q2
l
)2
+ P2 + Q2 − 2mq , (6)
whose largest root qh yields the location of the horizon.
It turns out that there is a lower bound on the mass
parameter m in order for horizons to exist, namely
m ≥ m0 ≡ 2qh,0
(
q2h,0
l2
+ 1
)
, (7)
where
q2h,0 ≡
l2
3
[
−1 +
(
4 +
3
l2
(P2 + Q2)
)1/2]
. (8)
For m = m0, Q has a double root at q = qh,0, and thus
the black hole is extremal. If m > m0, we have a nonex-
tremal black hole, whereas for m < m0 there is a naked
singularity.
Prior to analyzing the horizon geometry, let us consider
the asymptotic behaviour for q →∞. The metric on the
conformal boundary of (1) is given by
ds2bdry = −(dτ + (µ− p2)dσ)2 + l2
[
dp2
P
+ Pdσ2
]
, (9)
where we took into account a possible shift τ → τ + µσ
of the time coordinate. If σ is a noncompact coordinate,
µ can take any value, but if we want to compactify σ
(σ ∼ σ + L, which we shall assume in what follows),
µ must be equal to l2 in order to avoid closed timelike
curves (CTCs) on the boundary. In that case, (9) boils
down to
ds2bdry = −dτ2 + 2(p2 − l2)dτdσ + l2
dp2
P
. (10)
It can be easily shown (using m ≥ m0 and qh ≥ qh,0)
that for the choice µ = l2, gσσ is always positive in the
region qh ≤ q <∞, so that there are no CTCs outside the
horizon. On the conformal boundary itself, σ becomes a
(compact) null coordinate, but this is something we are
used to from discrete light cone quantization.
Let us now take a deeper look at the geometry of the
horizon. Its induced metric reads
ds2hor =
p2 + q2h
P (p)
dp2 +
P (p)
p2 + q2h
(l2 + q2h)
2dσ2 , (11)
where P (p) = (p2 − l2)2/l2, and we consider the range
−l ≤ p ≤ l. Obviously (11) becomes singular for p2 =
l2. To understand more in detail what happens at these
singularities, take for instance the limit p → l, in which
(11) simplifies to
ds2hor = (l
2 + q2h)
[
dρ2
4ρ2
+ 4ρ2dσ2
]
. (12)
Here, the new coordinate ρ is defined by ρ = l−p. (12) is
a metric of constant negative curvature on the hyperbolic
space H2 (actually on a quotient thereof, since we chose
σ to be a compact coordinate). Because (11) is symmet-
ric under p → −p, an identical result holds for p → −l.
3Thus, for p → ±l, the horizon approaches a space of
constant negative curvature, and there is no true singu-
larity there. In particular, this implies that the horizon
is noncompact. Nevertheless, the horizon area
Ah =
∫
(l2 + q2h)dσdp = 2lL(l
2 + q2h) (13)
is finite. We see that, though being noncompact, the
event horizon has finite area, and the entropy
S =
Ah
4G
=
lL
2G
(l2 + q2h) (14)
is thus also finite. In order to visualize the geometry
(11), one can embed it in R3 as a surface of revolution,
cf. [8] for details. The result is shown in figure 1 for
the values l = 1, L = 2pi and q2h = 5. The two cusps
extend up to infinity, with p→ ±l for the upper (lower)
cusp respectively. The ‘equator’, where the radius of the
surface of revolution becomes maximal, is reached for
p = 0.
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Figure 1. The event horizon of a black hole in the case where
P (p) has two double roots, embedded in R3 as a surface of
revolution.
In [8], it was furthermore shown that the case of two
double roots of P (p) considered here corresponds to tak-
ing the limit j → l for the rotation parameter j of the
spherical Kerr-Newman-AdS black hole2. This ‘ultra-
2 This can be seen as follows: In the generic case, P (p) has (for
n = 0) 4 distinct roots ±pa,±pb with 0 < pa < pb. The KNAdS
solution is recovered from (1) by considering the region −pa ≤
p ≤ pa, where P (p) ≥ 0, using the scaling symmetry (5) to
set pb = l, and defining the rotation parameter j by p
2
a = j
2
[8]. Thus, the limit of coincident roots, pa = pb, corresponds to
j2 = l2.
spinning’ limit cannot be taken directly in the KNAdS
solution, since the latter becomes singular for j = l. How-
ever, the limit j → l while keeping the horizon size finite
and simultaneously zooming into the pole, is well-defined
[9, 10], leading in the uncharged case to (cf. e.g. (5.25) of
[10])
ds2 = −V (r)
[
dt+ 4n sinh2
θ
2
dφ
]2
+
dr2
V (r)
+(r2 + n2)(dθ2 + sinh2θdφ2) , (15)
where n = l/2, V (r) = ∆r/(r
2 + n2) and
∆r = n
2 − r2 + r
4
l2
+
6n2r2
l2
− 3n
4
l2
− mr
4
. (16)
This can be compared with the expansion of (1) (with
P (p) = (p2 − l2)/l2 and zero charges) for p → l, which
gives (after shifting τ → τ + l2σ)
ds2 = − Q(q)
l2 + q2
[dτ + 2lρdσ]
2
+
l2 + q2
Q(q)
dq2
+(l2 + q2)
[
dρ2
4ρ2
+ 4ρ2dσ2
]
, (17)
where ρ = l−p. By the coordinate transformation q = 2r,
4ρ(σ − i) + i
4ρ(σ + i) + i
= eiφ tanh
θ
2
≡ z , 2τ = t+ il ln z − 1
z¯ − 1 ,
(17) can be cast precisely into (15). Notice also that the
expansion of the boundary metric (10) near p = l yields
ds2bdry → −(dτ + 2lρdσ)2 + l2
[
dρ2
4ρ2
+ 4ρ2dσ2
]
, (18)
which is nothing else than AdS3, written as a Hopf-like
fibration over H2.
Before we come to the thermodynamics of these exotic
black holes, let us briefly consider other root configura-
tions of P (p). One might imagine a scenario with two
single roots pa < pb and a double root pc = pd > pb. If
we restrict to the region pb ≤ p ≤ pc, where P (p) is pos-
itive, this would lead to a black hole with a noncompact
horizon that is topologically a sphere with one puncture
instead of two. It is easy to see that this requires
pa + pb + 2pc = 0 , (19)
plus some other constraints on the roots and parameters.
Now consider the limit p→ pb, where P → κ(p− pb) for
some positive constant κ. As before, we shift τ → τ +µσ
in (1), and demand gσσ ≥ 0 to avoid CTCs. This fixes
µ = p2b . But then, for p → pc, gσσ will become negative
unless pb = −pc. Plugging this into (19) yields pa = pb,
which brings us back to the situation of two double roots
studied before. It remains to be seen if in the solutions
to matter-coupled gauged supergravity constructed in [8,
13], where the polynomial P (p) is more general, such a
4scenario is possible. Notice also that in de Sitter space, in
principle one might have even more exotic configurations,
for instance one single and one triple root. We shall leave
a deeper analysis of these cases for future work.
Thermodynamics
In what follows, we shall discuss only the case of van-
ishing magnetic charge, P = 0. Writing the metric (1) in
the ADM form (again after shifting τ → τ + l2σ)
ds2 = −N2dτ2 + f(dσ − ωdτ)2
+(p2 + q2)
(
dq2
Q
+
dp2
P
)
, (20)
where the functions N, f, ω are not reported here, gives
the angular velocity of the horizon
ωh = ω|q=qh = −
1
q2h + l
2
. (21)
The temperature can be obtained by requiring the ab-
sence of conical singularities in the quasi-Euclidean sec-
tion τ → −iτE, with the result
T =
Q′(q)|q=qh
4pi(q2h + l
2)
, (22)
where a prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. q. The elec-
tric charge, mass and angular momentum are respectively
Qel =
1
4piG
∮
?F =
lLQ
2piG
, M =
lLm
2piG
, J = − l
3Lm
2piG
.
M and J were computed as Komar integrals associated
to the Killing vectors ∂τ and ∂σ respectively. Note that,
in order to compute M , we subtracted the background
solution with m = 03. Notice also that M and J are
related by the chirality-type condition M = −J/l2. This
is a consequence of the fact that the case of two dou-
ble roots of P (p) considered here corresponds to taking
the ultraspinning limit j → l for the rotation parame-
ter j of the spherical KNAdS black hole. The angular
momentum is thus not independent of the mass. In this
situation, it is more convenient to use L0 = (M+J/l
2)/2,
L˜0 = (M − J/l2)/2 in place of M , J as thermodynamic
variables. For S = S(L0, L˜0,Qel) the first law must be
TdS = (1− Ωl2)dL0 + (1 + Ωl2)dL˜0 − φeldQel , (23)
where Ω and φel denote the angular velocity and elec-
tric potential respectively. In our case L0 = 0, so the
3 Using the results of [14] together with the constraint (4), it is
straightforward to shew that this background with m = n =
P = 0 is supersymmetric.
dL0 term is absent. Using the equation Q(qh) = 0 to-
gether with (14) and the expressions for M and J , it is
straightforward to obtain the thermodynamic fundamen-
tal relation
L˜0 =
G
pilL
[(
S
l
)2
+ (piQel)
2
](
2SG
lL
− l2
)−1/2
. (24)
Using this, one easily checks that (23) indeed holds, with
T given by (22), Ω = ωh, L0 = 0, and
φel = Aµχ
µ|q=qh =
Qqh
q2h + l
2
, (25)
where χ = ∂τ +ωh∂σ is the null generator of the horizon
and
A =
Qq
p2 + q2
(dτ + (l2 − p2)dσ) (26)
the vector potential.
FINAL REMARKS
In this letter, we reported on a new type of black holes
whose horizons are noncompact manifolds with finite vol-
ume. We discussed their global structure, relation to the
ultraspinning limit of the KNAdS solution, and thermo-
dynamics. It was shown that the mass and angular mo-
mentum obey the chirality condition M = −J/l2, which
indicates that the black hole microstates are chiral exci-
tations of a three-dimensional conformal field theory. It
would be interesting to elaborate on this point in more
detail. A further direction for future research would be
an investigation of the Euclidean version of our solutions,
and of its holographic interpretation, similar to what was
done in [15]. We hope to come back to this in the future.
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